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settlement

noun

      1. an official agreement intended to resolve a conflict

      2. a place where people establish a community



LOGLINE

In the aftermath of  her small town’s successful lawsuit against its local hospital, nineteen year-old Hattie 

Grayson investigates the disappearance of  a paralegal who worked the case, uncovering a conspiracy which 

threatens to tear the town apart and put her and those she loves in danger.

PARAGRAPH SYNOPSIS

Two years after her town’s class-action lawsuit against its local hospital, nineteen year-old Hattie Grayson 

investigates the disappearance of  Ursula Walker, a paralegal who abruptly resigned and disappeared before 

the record-breaking settlement was reached. Hattie unearths secrets that squash the narrative of  a law firm 

saving a small town, and link the firm to a government plot to sabotage the hospital in order to warrant an 

election promise in a larger neighbouring town. Her discoveries will bring some locals closer together and 

make sworn enemies of  others, and ultimately put her and those she loves in the line of  fire.



CONCEPT

The Settlement is a 10 x 1 hour political mystery / domestic noir, set in Celeste, a fictional Victorian town.

Celeste is a community defined by sickness, united by justice, then redefined by class. In the aftermath of  

a record-breaking class-action lawsuit against the local hospital over toxic waste contamination, the town’s 

residents are finding it hard to return to a life of  cordial quiz nights and footy matches. Though sworn to 

secrecy about their individual payouts, it’s increasingly clear which plaintiff families bankrolled renovations 

and a trip Mykonos, and which families are barely covering their medical expenses.

Celeste is at war. A war waged with whispered slights at cocktail parties, workplace blackballing, and king-

hits at raves. Some townspeople have come to view the settlement as a disease itself, while others still are 

about to learn the ugly truth about the case, and uncover a conspiracy reaching far beyond their little town.

Nineteen year-old Hattie Grayson is our reluctant hero. During the case, she befriended a passionate 

paralegal from the law firm named Ursula Walker,  but ever since Ursula’s abrupt resignation and 

disappearance from town just a few months before the settlement, Hattie has felt uneasy, unsure of  what to 

believe in. When she discovers Ursula may not have abandoned Celeste voluntarily, she investigates, taking 

a work experience role at the law firm and entering a minefield of  conspiracy and corruption that leaves her 

doubting every element of  the landmark case, including her own close friends and family.

Hattie will realise the truth isn’t black and white, and discover her determination to seek justice and defend 

herself  and those she loves against threats greater than she ever imagined.

The Settlement recalls the close-quarters emotional drama of  Big Little Lies, while the high-stakes, David v 

Goliath spine of  the story owes a debt to films like Erin Brockovich and Spotlight.



STORY

Our story centers three women: HATTIE GRAYSON, a teenager in her second gap-year, her mother 

BELLE GRAYSON, a breast cancer survivor and recipient of  a large payout, and URSULA WALKER a 

paralegal for the law firm which represented the town, who abruptly abandoned the case two years ago.

Our story kicks off when the Graysons visit Upper Celeste, a brand new tract of  land overlooking the 

original town, removed from the toxic plume. Belle has purchased a block here to build a second home, and 

on this newly cleared land Hattie finds a false fingernail which could only belong to Ursula Walker.

Suspecting Ursula has been killed, Hattie begins to investigate, securing work-experience at the LAW FIRM, 

a company who’d cited Ursula’s reason for resigning as “severe stress” and swiftly replaced her. With the help 

of  her friend JULES, Hattie will uncover a state government conspiracy to sabotage Celeste’s hospital and 

warrant the construction of  a mega-hospital in the nearby town of  Gerald, to fulfill an election promise.

While her daughter peels back layers of  corruption in search for answers, Belle charges through a full-blown 

midlife crisis, fighting the wrath of  a town who believe her cancer was down to genes (three generations of  

women in her family diagnosed at the same age), and a husband, BRYAN, whose interest in her disappeared 

long before her breasts did.

In a parallel flashback thread spanning the season, we discover Belle and Ursula’s secret love affair, the tactics 

the firm used to get Belle and other plaintiffs to join the case, and Ursula’s own loss of  innocence as she 

struggles with the law firm’s immorality and is eventually silenced.

These threads intertwine two thirds into the season, Hattie and Belle discovering each other’s connection to 

Ursula, and the audience learning Ursula’s fate. Hattie must outsmart the firm to locate Ursula, and Belle 

must decide if  the fresh start her payout provided is worth a loveless marriage, or if  she should join Hattie to 

find the woman she loves. The season culminates in Hattie fleeing town with her mother, but not before she 

and Jules make the divison of  the settlement public in a town-wide graffiti stunt. 



MAIN CHARACTERS

HATTIE GRAYSON is nineteen. She avoids conflict, likes order, and hates standing out, so her mother’s 

payout and the wrath of  the entire town is a real test. A coaster in school, she hit her stride in year twelve, 

buoyed by an unexpected friendship with Ursula Walker, the city girl with passion, who put ideas in Hattie’s 

head about university, travel... anything but staying in Celeste. But when Ursula disappeared, Hattie slipped 

into paralysis, barely scraping by in her finals. Nothing made sense anymore. Now the fingernail clue has 

given her renewed energy, and instead of  leaving Celeste, she’s going to get to the bottom of  what happened.

BELLE GRAYSON is fifty. She’s a high-functioning alcoholic with an unused architecture degree on her 

bedroom wall and a philandering husband in her bed, and she whispers to herself  every night that she’s 

never accomplished anything. She knows the breast cancer wasn’t caused by the contamination (the law firm 

do, too), but who could resist the fresh start? She’s inwardly glad that Ursula vanished - it makes it easier to 

bury their tryst and not face her bisexuality. But with Hattie’s discoveries about Ursula, and her husband’s 

own sordid affair, this is going to get harder.

JULES TELLER is in year twelve. He was Hattie’s first everything - friend, kiss, fuck - and she his. Their 

dads were high school buddies and moved to Celeste for work when Jules and Hattie were toddlers. Jules 

seeks out conflict. He’s boiling with anger at his dad’s terminal brain cancer and his mum’s affair with 

Hattie’s father, and he’s finding it hard to be seen with Hattie as the town turns against her family. He loathes 

how divided Celeste has become and wants to escape, but he can’t abandon his ailing father now. Joining 

forces with Hattie, Jules will find a way to exact revenge on the town, ending the season by graffitiing each 

plaintiff’s driveway with their payout amount.

BRYAN GRAYSON is fifty-four. He’s supported his wife and daughter for twenty five years as a pharmacist. 

He’s also tended the garden, shared the cooking, participated in Hattie’s school activities, ticked every box in 

the 21st Century Man manual. That’s what Bryan does - ticks boxes. And when he’s done ticking boxes he 

fucks his terminally ill best friend’s wife. Life in Celeste has numbed him, and breaking rules is a great way to 

feel alive. But will he survive losing his family, and can he let his friend go to his grave not knowing the truth?



URSULA WALKER is twenty-eight. Raised in Melbourne by progressive, wealthy parents, educated at a 

top university, Ursula set out to make a difference. Upon graduating University she decided to set her sights 

on correcting the world’s injustices, motivated by more than a little middle-class guilt. And so she moved to 

Gerald and joined a modest regional law firm, Benson Daintree & Associates as a paralegal. 

By twenty-six, Ursula had made herself  invaluable to the firm over the course of  a number of  small cases. 

Then “The People of  Celeste v Celeste Memorial” arrived, along with her chance to correct her biggest 

injustice yet. But her easy rapport with the plaintiffs, her friendship with Hattie and her sexual tryst with 

Belle stood no chance against her inability to turn a blind eye to the illegal methods of  senior litigators on 

the case, and her discovery of  the scandalous connection between the firm and the government. Her naive 

outlook crushed, Ursula made the error of  questioning her superiors at the firm, and was duly silenced.

Ursula Walker is not dead.



SECONDARY CHARACTERS

PAMELA BENSON is a partner and senior litigator at Benson Daintree & Associates. She spearheaded the 

case and Ursula worked directly under her. Since making partner, Pamela has helped grow the firm from 

a quiet regional player into a powerful magnet for arbitratied disputes. Behind a cheerfully direct exterior, 

Pamela is a cutthroat operative. She jumped at the opportunity to cooperate with the government and line 

the firm’s pockets, and she ordered Ursula’s disposal. It’s her idea to get the work experience kid to clean 

house, to avoid having “evidence disposal” on the payroll. She doesn’t know Ursula is still alive. Yet.

TERRY HOLLAND is the president of  the Celeste Golf  Club, and Hattie’s boss up until the first episode, 

when he lets her go under the pretense of  overstaffing. His wife, JUNE was a nurse at Celeste Memorial and 

recently lost her job due to the closure of  several wards. They were against the case from the get go, and 

loathe Belle Grayson for welcoming Ursula in and allowing weekly gatherings of  plaintiffs in the Club hall. 

As a former oncology nurse, June knows the truth about Belle’s cancer, and she and Terry are doing their 

best to drive Belle off the Club Committee and run the Grayson name through the mud.

JACKSON NEWRY is a former state football star who moved back to Celeste five years ago under the 

guise of  looking after his mother and secured a job as a P.E. Teacher at Celeste Secondary. He’s built like a 

tank and harbours a secret addiction to amphetamines. He’s known to frequent student raves, and has been 

cautioned by the faculty again and again, but his profile has boosted the school’s reputation and they can’t 

afford to lose him. After several unsuccessful attempts to win Ursula Walker’s attention, Jackson developed a 

loathing for her. He was contracted by Pamela Benson to kill Ursula. He failed.

MICHELLE TELLER is Bryan’s lover, Malcolm’s wife and Jules’ mother - in that order. Michelle and 

Bryan’s affair goes further back than either of  them care to admit. Michelle also won’t admit that playing 

Malcolm’s doting caretaker by day and Bryan’s sexual plaything by night feels so right in its immorality.

PERCY WHEELER runs the Celeste Water Board. His cooperation liasing between scientists and litigators 

during the case was crucial to the outcome. His son, KIERAN is in Jules’ year at Celeste Secondary, and by 

all accounts a future star athlete. As long as Percy keeps his mouth shut, the Firm will make sure Kieran gets 

the best possible start to his football career, with Jackson Newry’s endorsement, of  course.



SETTING

Celeste has a population of  10,000. It’s a satellite town of  Gerald, which is 40 km away and has around 

100,000 people. Celeste is a capitalist microcosm, where the corrupt powers that be distract citizens by 

turning them against one another. The town’s a pawn in a larger game, but for the purposes of  season one, 

it’s world all of  its own.

Celeste revolves around two things: illness, and money. The effects of  the contamination are felt in every 

location, at every level of  society. Everyone drinks bottled water and takes supplements. Grassed areas have 

been replaced with astroturf. And everyone knows someone who’s sick and didn’t get what they deserved, 

someone who got more, or someone on benefits because the hospital they worked for is closing.

BROOK is a suburb of  Celeste. It’s a pristine, manicured neighbourhood where the GRAYSON and 

TELLER family homes stand as monuments to domestic bliss, neither betraying the deception they harbour.

CELESTE SECONDARY is Jules’ school, which Hattie also (barely) graduated from two years ago. Here 

we see how the contamination has impacted the lives of  teenagers. There are cliques of  newly wealthy kids, 

kids who are sick themselves, kids whose parents lost jobs at the hospital, etc. Animosity spreads from the 

classroom to weekend parties, often ending in violence and bullying.

BENSON, DAINTREE & ASSOCIATES is the law firm who represented the townspeople in the case. 

Their main office is in Gerald, but due to the size of  the case, a temporary office was set up in Celeste. 

Shortly into Hattie’s work experience role, she is ordered to clear out this defunct office. It’s here that she first 

discovers traces of  corruption and where much of  her investigation, and relationship with Jules, plays out.

THE GOLF CLUB is one of  Belle Grayson’s main playgrounds, although it has become harder and harder 

for her to exist here. This place is hive of  gossip, an adult mirror to the teenage cliques and alliances of  

Celeste Secondary. It’s also Hattie’s place of  employment up until the first episode, when she is let go under 

the pretense of  a slow summer season. It appears in the flashback thread as a meeting place for the plaintiffs 

to discuss the case, and for the firm to announce updates.



THE STICKS was a wooded area overlooking the town, recently cleared to make way for the bougie 

neighbourhood, UPPER CELESTE. In the flashback narrative, The Sticks is the setting for Jules’ and 

Hattie’s sexual escapades, teenage raves, and the harrowing ordeal that drives Ursula out of  town. In the 

present, Upper Celeste is emblematic of  Celeste’s class divide and Belle Grayson’s bid for domestic harmony.

THE PHARMACY is Bryan Grayson’s workplace. It’s here that we meet a lot of  the characters represented 

in the case as they fill their prescriptions, but crucially, this is a meeting ground for Bryan and his dying best 

friend, Malcolm Teller. Bryan supplies Malcolm powerful painkillers under the table, helping to ease his own 

conscience about fucking Malcolm’s wife, Michelle. The Pharmacy is in the centre of  town.

CELESTE MEMORIAL is a private hospital shutting down department by department, with more 

equipment sold off and staff laid off each week. It’s the aching heart of  Celeste. For many, it has been the 

place of  birth or death of  their loved ones, but now it’s a symbol of  betrayal. The contamination cleanup 

effort persists by day, but by night certain wards have become the new Sticks for Celeste’s teenagers, a place 

to run wild. This is crucial ground for Hattie’s investigation into the Government’s connection to the case.

THE BUNKER INN is on the outskirts of  Celeste, on the highway to Gerald. Crucial to the flashback 

thread, this was Ursula’s accommodation during the case, and the setting for her brief  affair with Belle.



THEME

The Settlement is about how we define ourselves, and what it costs to do so.

On a main character level, the narrative explores Hattie’s coming of  age and acceptance of  her power, her 

mother, Belle’s mid-life crisis and sexuality, and Ursula Walker’s loss of  innocence. 

On a societal level, it explores class, and the evolving identity of  Celeste, a town thrust from obscurity into 

the glare of  the media, united by its triumph against evil, then redefined by bitter disputes over the spoils.

On a politcal level, the series spotlights the murky identities of  modern governments. Can a left-wing state 

government justify sacrificing the health and peace of  a small town for the benefit of  an entire region?

At every turn, the narrative is driven by awakenings:

The hospital that was meant to keep you well was poisoning you.

The law firm you joined in order to help people is concealing the truth. 

The government that promised to expand healthcare is killing people to do it.

The nuclear family you’ve nurtured for years is strangling you. 

The town you thought you had to escape is actually your destiny.



STRUCTURE & STORY ENGINE

Season One of  The Settlement unfolds in two distinct timelines, which both culminate in the last episode, 

similar to True Detective’s first season. The main engine of  the present timeline is Ursula’s disappearance and 

Hattie’s investigation. The main engine of  the “flashback” timeline is Belle and Ursula’s affair.

Timeline one spans July to September 2019, beginning with Hattie finding Ursula’s fingernail and ending 

with her uncovering the law firm’s deceit and connection to the government. B-story climaxes include 

Belle’s filing for divorce, Malcolm Teller dying, and Hattie and Jules Teller exposing all the plaintiffs’ payout 

amounts with the graffiti stunt. This timeline accounts for two thirds of  our screentime.

Timeline two spans January 2016 to August 2017, beginning with Ursula’s appearance in the town, and in 

Belle and Hattie’s lives in particular. It ends with the the plaintiffs’ victory in the case. The main stories in 

this timeline are Belle and Ursula’s affair, and Ursula’s dealings with the firm and her disappearance.

The flashback thread will not only provide depth to our characters and important exposition about the case, 

but will contain its own setups and payoffs, often intertwined with revelations in the present timeline, to 

create a rich, layered experience for the audience. For example, the structure makes it possible for a character 

to say something in the present timeline that is contradicted by their actions in the past, revealing motivation.

BEYOND SEASON ONE

Season One ends with a cliffhanger, as Hattie and Belle go on the run and Jules exposes the corruption of  

the firm with his grafitti stunt. In broad strokes, Season Two’s present timeline would centre on Hattie and 

Belle’s mission to find Ursula before the firm/government does and convince her to go public, and the town’s 

awakening to the fact that the case was a scam. Jules’ relationship with his mother Michelle and his now step-

father Bryan would come into focus, with disturbing doubts about his paternity and his real relationship to 

Hattie. The flashback thread would centre on the genesis of  the conspiracy at a corporate level.



AUDIENCE

The Settlement centres women. Around the main theme of  identity, there are a number of  gendered issues 

including breast cancer, bisexuality, infidelity and female roles in the workplace and the home. The show 

targets a mature audience which skews female, who seek varied, rich perspectives on female experiences.

CREATOR

Ramon Watkins is a Melbourne-based writer-director and graduate of  VCA’s Screenwriting Masters. His 

short films Last Ditch (2014), Dances (2018) and Summit (2019) highlight female and queer characters and 

themes. Ramon is eager to partner with an experienced producer and other writers on this concept, to bring 

a range of  rich voices and expertise to the work and make The Settlement an epic television event.

http://ramonwatkins.com

